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Hello and welcome!
Our mission is simple... to create products that bring smiles into people’s 
lives. We hope our newest arrivals will do just that! 

For our fall and winter release, we found inspiration from winter villages 
and woodland forests alike. We created over 85 fun new products 
including paper, clear stamps, dies, ink, glitter, and embossing powder! 
You will also find products from our summer 2017 release in this catalog. 

Some of our favorite new stamps include Forest Feast (pg 8), a cute set 
featuring critters sharing a meal. We also love Here We Go A-Waddling 
(pg 9) and Winter Village (pg 9), two sets that are perfect for creating a 
Christmas carol scene!  

Some of our favorite dies are and the versatile Shadow Box Card  
(pg 10) and Stitched Hillside Backdrops (pg 12). We also bring new life 
to an old favorite with Scalloped Treat Box House Add-Ons (pg 13)! 

We hope you enjoy this latest release as much as we do. Thank you for 
continuing to inspire us with amazing cards and crafts!

We hope our products make you smile!
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nightstand LF1507

writing desk LF1509 garden bench LF1510

dining chair LF1508

12x12” patterned papers are double-sided, acid & lignin free, and made in the USA!

2 knock on wood



armoire LF1511 coffee table LF1512

petite paper pack LF1513 collection pack LF1514

Can’t get enough woodgrain? Check out Stitched Woodgrain Backdrop (LF1501) on page 12!

3knock on wood



keep calm LF1515

peace out LF1517

mellow yellow LF1516

take ten LF1518

These cool plaid papers are the latest in the popular Perfectly Plaid family!

4 perfectly plaid chill



vaycay LF1519 om LF1520

petite paper pack LF1521 collection pack LF1522

Find more patterned papers, cardstock, notecards & other paper goodies at lawnfawn.com.
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tea cozy LF1523

throw blanket LF1525 baby booties LF1526

winter shawl LF1524

12x12” patterned papers are double-sided, acid & lignin free, and made in the USA!
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infinity scarf LF1527 house slippers LF1528

petite paper pack LF1529 collection pack LF1530

Check out pages 8-13 to see inspirational samples using these three paper collections!

7knit picky



8 clear stamps

costume party LF1458

matching dies:  LF1459

forest feast LF1464

matching dies:  LF1465

pumpkin 
            spice LF1462

matching dies:  LF1463

how you bean? candy 
corn add-on LF1460

matching dies:  LF1461

happy happy 
happy add-on LF1478

matching dies:  LF1479

 celebration 
          countdown LF1476

matching dies:  LF1477

plan on it: fitness LF1483

for you, deer LF1480

matching dies:  LF1481
add-on dies: LF1482

Check out fourteen stamp sets and coordinating Lawn Cuts dies, NEW for fall and winter!



9clear stamps / ink / glitter / embossing powder

winter otter LF1474

matching die:  LF1475

sealed  
   with a kiss LF1290

matching dies:  LF1291

beary happy  
      holidays LF1470

matching dies:  LF1471

winter village LF1472

matching dies:  LF1473

here we  
    go a-waddling LF1468

matching dies:  LF1469

christmas dreams LF1466

matching dies:  LF1467

These ink cube packs, glitter, and embossing powders are perfect for bright and colorful crafts! 

glitter

embossing powder

ink cube packs
(four pack of 1-inch cubes in coordinating colors)

ice cream 
parlor LF1531 front porch LF1534

christmas  
tree lot LF1532

pumpkin  
patch LF1533

prisma glitter LF1535

chunky glitter LF1536

white LF1537

silver LF1538

gold LF1539

rose gold LF1540



10 standalone lawn cuts

Tiny Gift Box coordinates with Celebration Countdown (LF1476) to create advent calenders!

for you, deer  
add-on LF1482 fall tiny tags LF1493 winter tiny tags LF1494

shut the 
     front door LF1495

coordinating stamps:  
Tiny Tag Sayings:  LF1222

coordinating stamps:  
Tiny Tag Sayings:  LF1222

coordinating stamps:  
For You, Deer:  LF1480

gift box LF1484tiny gift box LF1485 shadow box card LF1486



11standalone lawn cuts

large wreath LF1497
trick or treat 
border  LF1490

so thankful 
 border  LF1491

village 
  border  LF1489 mini wreath LF1496

cute cobweb LF1492

Gift Box (LF1484) is the perfect size to hold a 4-bar notecard gift set!



12 standalone lawn cuts

stitched hillside  
    backdrop: portrait LF1503

stitched hillside  
    backdrop: landscape LF1502

stitched woodgrain 
     backdrop LF1501 birch trees  LF1500

Stitched Hillside Backdrops (LF1502 and LF1503) are great for creating hillside scenes!



13standalone lawn cuts

outside in stitched scalloped 
rectangle stackables LF1505

outside in stitched scalloped 
square stackables LF1506

outside in stitched scalloped 
circle stackables LF1504

Scalloped Treat Box Add-Ons are perfect for creating adorable themed gift boxes!

scalloped treat box 
haunted house add-on LF1487

scalloped treat box 
winter house add-on LF1488

stitched  
   ornaments  LF1498

coordinating die:
Scalloped Treat Box:  LF1232

coordinating die:
Scalloped Treat Box:  LF1232

gift card 
    pop-up  LF1499



wild for you LF1413

matching dies:  LF1414

upon a star LF1407

matching dies:  LF1408

ahoy, matey LF1411

matching dies:  LF1412

you’re claw-some LF1405

matching dies:  LF1406

plane and simple LF1409

matching dies:  LF1410

plan on it: vacation LF1422

aloha LF1417

matching dies: LF1418

duh-nuh LF1419

matching dies: LF1420

push here LF1415

matching dies: LF1416

tiny tag sayings: 
    birthday LF1421

coordinating dies: 
Tiny Tags:LF1223

Arrrrgh you ready for an awesome time? Check out these summer stamps, dies, and cardstock!

clear stamps: summer 201714
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coordinating dies: 
Stitched Hillside Pop-Up: 

LF1270

magic color slider LF1438

ocean hillside  
pop-up add-on LF1437

stitched cloud  
      backdrop: portrait LF1424

stitched cloud  
      backdrop: landscape LF1423 stitched windy backdrop  LF1425

palm trees LF1435

ocean wave accents     LF1436

scripty aloha     LF1431
simple  
    gift cards slots LF1440lift the flap LF1439

Create a tropical scene with Palm Trees, Ocean Wave Accents, and Stitched Cloud Backdrops!

stitched trails LF1428

lawn cuts: summer 2017



celebrate  
border LF1429

stitched  
fireworks LF1427

father’s day  
border LF1430

outside in 
   stitched square stackables LF1443

outside in 
   stitched circle stackables LF1441

outside in  
   stitched rectangle stackables LF1442

say cheese, again LF1433selfie frames LF1432

pretty poppies LF1434

Visit www.lawnfawn.com to see inspiration and ideas!

ballet slippers 
cardstock LF1444

moonstone  
cardstock LF1445

lawn cuts / cardstock: summer 201716





Lawn Fawn would like to thank the wonderful community of crafters for sharing 

beautiful projects, innovative ideas, and heartfelt feelings with us every day.

Thanks also to Elena Roussakis, Jenn Shurkus, Rebecca Kaufmann, Lynette 

Lundquist, and Nicole Gavaldon for creating the cards and crafts in this catalog.

For more information or to order online visit www.lawnfawn.com.
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